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I.B.Tauris Co Ltd, United Kingdom, 2010. Paperback. Book
Condition: New. 214 x 138 mm. Language: English . Brand New
Book. Little Britain arrived on British TV in 2003 - and was an
instant hit. Matt Lucas and David Walliams wrote and
performed, and their sharp satirical genius created this
character-based sketch show - Vicky Pollard, Dafydd I m the
only gay in the village , Ting Tong Macadangdang are hard to
forget. Its huge popularity as cult-comedy on radio, then
television, with its success as mainstream award-winning
comedy and as a national and international TV phenomenon,
have been tempered by criticism. It s pushed the boundaries of
taste too far, some have claimed; it s grotesquely un-politically
correct, mocks social groups and participates in the humour of
humiliation say others. Timely and comprehensive, this must-
read book on Little Britain for fans and scholars is the first to
provide lively critiques of the show by leading writers, who
explore its appeal and dissect its controversies. They look into
representations of gender, sexuality, race, disability and class,
into sketch-show conventions, the art of the comedy
catchphrase, audiences responses and still more. It provides
too a Film, TV and Radio Guide.
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This publication could be worthy of a study, and superior to other. it was writtern extremely perfectly and beneficial. I
am just easily could possibly get a delight of reading through a published pdf.
-- Pr of . B er nie Tor phy-- Pr of . B er nie Tor phy

I just started o  reading this article ebook. It is actually writter in basic words and not confusing. I am just very happy
to let you know that this is the best ebook i actually have read through inside my individual daily life and can be he
finest ebook for possibly.
-- Da yne Johns-- Da yne Johns
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